A Visit to the Art Institute of Chicago by Nadine Schneller

ACROSS
1. Use one's head
6. Art movement pioneered by Max Ernst
10. *Bronze sculpture by Rodin
14. The Burr in Hamilton's side
15. "____ through the Gift Shop" documentary about Banksy
16. Anna Wintour's Met project?
17. *Architect of the Modern Wing
18. It can be soothing
19. Currier's print-making partner
20. Suffix for east or west
21. *Beloved Monet painting
24. Like classic French cuisine
25. Topped the cake
26. Give approval
27. *Beloved Monet painting
28. Team celebrated by 40-Across for the first time in 1985
30. A repeated charge?
31. Texting format, briefly
32. Indigenous people of New Zealand
33. Kim Gordon's Youth?
34. *His "Golden Bird" is at the museum
38. "A" __ __ apple
40. "____ Call the Whole Thing Off"
42. Tasty wheel
43. Gross
44. Take hold of
45. Intelligence, briefly
46. Before X or Z
47. "m" to Einstein
48. Bluish gray
49. Hard-_____: very strict
50. *ID for a museum member
51. Sandwich cookie
52. Lobster's end?
53. Long stretches
54. Abstract Expressionist painter Krasner
56. Mona Lisa's seem to follow you as you move
57. A diva moment
58. "Vessels on view in the Asian and Roman Galleries"
59. A messenger on a mission
60. Anything that's avant-garde

DOWN
1. Scotch Magic
2. It grows on you
3. Modern Persia
4. Nice way to say no?
5. Shrewd
6. "The ____ of Marat" by David
7. Wheel's central shaft
8. Maria Grazia Chiuri is this house's first female director
9. Workshops for 8-Down
10. Nimble or spry
11. "Artist seen in the North Garden"
12. Out of the wind, at sea
13. "m" to Einstein
22. Performance piece?
23. Gross
24. A repeated charge?
26. They can be stored in 58-Across
27. "The Men Who ____ at Goats"
28. A 20th-century movement for Magritte
29. Concerns for a textile conservator
30. A part of Van Gogh's legacy
31. Sandwich cookie
32. Sandwich cookie
33. Kim Gordon's Youth?
34. *His "Golden Bird" is at the museum
35. Have something!
36. "A" __ __ apple
37. Capone's nemesis
38. "A" __ __ apple
39. Have something!
40. "____ Call the Whole Thing Off"
41. Tasty wheel
42. Tasty wheel
43. Take hold of
46. Before X or Z
48. Bluish gray
49. Hard-_____: very strict
50. *ID for a museum member
51. Sandwich cookie
52. Lobster's end?
53. Intelligence, briefly
54. 57 to Julius
55. Long stretches
56. Mona Lisa's seem to follow you as you move
60. Anything that's avant-garde

*Indicates clue that specifically references the Art Institute of Chicago